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These are electronic soft starters designed for use with permanent
magnet and wound field dc motors. They may be used with a battery
or rectified and smoothed dc supply.

The motor is operated by closing the RUN contacts or selecting
FORWARDS or REVERSE using a simple switch or contacts rated at
24V 0.1A. (RS stock nos 418-3626 or 418-3632.

The controllers provide a pulse-width modulated output which
increases from 0 to 100% during Ramp time. This ‘soft’ start eliminates
mechanical shock caused by instant motor starting  and controls peak
current demand. The acceleration time is adjustable using the Ramp R
preset and the electronic current (torque) limit may be adjusted using
the I preset. The maximum PWM voltage output (speed) is also
adjustable giving further control. RS stock nos 418-3626 or 418-3632
are not suitable for instant reversal and the motor should be allowed to
stop rotating before reversal. A quick blow fuse must be fitted
externally in the positive supply (BAT+) to provide overall protection.
This fuse should be rated in accordance to the motor rating, typically
1.5 x motor armature current (max 35 amps). A thermal trip protects
against excessive heatsink temperature and may be reset by removing
the supply for 10 seconds.

WARNING: DO NOT reverse battery supply or misconnect -
permanent damage will occur!

These starters are not suitable for instant reversal. For instant
reverwing types, please refer to the current RS catalogue.

Features
Suitable for Permanent Magnet and Wound-Shunt Motors,
12 and 24V versions
Electronic current limit
Soft Start Ramp adjustable
Current / Torque adjustable
Max Speed (output) adjustable
Motor Reversing (not RS 418-3610)

Specification
Input ____________________________________12Vdc (10.5 - 17)

24Vdc (21 - 34)
Output______________________________________0 - 100% Vdc

0-24 Amps (36A peak)

Adjustments
R ________________________________Ramp time 0.25 - 5 secs
I __________________________________Current / Torque 0-36A
S ____________________________________Speed max 0 - 100%

LED indication
Running __________________________________________Green
Thermal Trip ________________________________________Red

Installation
1. Mount the soft start heatsink on a suitable metal heat conducting

plane to aid thermal dissipation. (See figs 1 or 2)
2. Connect the motor to the M1 and M2 connections. (See figs 3 or 4)
3. Connect the CLOSE TO RUN switch (RS stock no. 418-3610) or

the REVERSING switch (RS Stock no. 418-36 3632)
4. For RS stock no. 418-3626 on 12V only, add the link as shown.

Operation
5. Check the motor is mechanically safe and connect the 12 or 24Vdc

supply to Bat+ and Bat- via a suitable fuse.
6. Close the RUN switch (RS stock no. 418-3610) or operate the

FORWARD/REVERSE switch (RS stock nos 418-3626 or 418-
3632)

7. Check the motor direction. Disconnect the supply if lead reversal is
required to change motor direction.

8. Adjust R to give desired RAMP time.
9. Adjust I to reduce current limit. (An ammeter in the MOTOR circuit

will allow measurement).
10. Limit the maximum speed using S if required.

RS Components shall not be liable for any liability or loss of any nature (howsoever
caused and whether or not due to RS Components’ negligence) which may result
from the use of any information provided in RS technical literature.
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